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RIKISHI Security Consulting and Design Services 
Protecting People, Property and Structures 
Over the next decade, companies, institutions and governments will invest more of 
their time and capital in security than at any time in our history. Natural disasters, 
acts of terrorism, crime, infrastructure failures and other security challenges present 
significant risks — every day, and in every corner of the world. 

Rikishi is a complete security solutions provider. Our experts apply knowledge 
gained from decades of planning and designing secure facilities throughout the 
world. We understand the range of security risks, and stay current on available 
methods, technologies and equipment to anticipate and solve these risks. We 
provide: 

• Security Assessment, Needs and Analysis 
• Workplace Violence Solutions 
• Security Systems Review, Design, Bidding and Construction 
• Operations and Implementation 
• Specialized Services (Ask how we can help you with your challenges 

 

Rikishi’s knowledge of risk management, loss prevention, life safety and 
security provides a one-stop solution for preserving your organization’s 
investments. 

 
 

With Owners, Developers and Property  Managers, we assess site-specific 
vulnerabilities and apply best practices in security planning, design and 
implementation, based on decades of experience in the field. Rikishi’s security 
experts stay current on all new technology and systems, adapting and continuously 
improving to meet 
current and future threats. 



 
With Architects, we collaborate to intuitively  address security risks through design 
process. With early involvement and a consultative approach, Rikishi partners with 
you from design development through construction. Design aesthetics are 
preserved, and urgent security issues such as life safety, entry management and 
door hardware are addressed early in the design phase. We are known for rapid 
responsiveness and constant communication with project architects and design 
teams.  
 
With Security Directors and Risk Managers, we are trusted advisors and a 
continuous resource for needs large and small. From reviewing and validating the 
need for security to providing innovative solutions to meet budgets, our knowledge of 
technology and best practices provides practical answers. We review and 
benchmark every aspect of security operations, equipment, policy and training to 
protect the assets and integrity of the organization while increasing return-on-
investment. 
 


